Terrestrial planets are thought to experience episode(s) of large-scale melting early in their history. Fractionation during magma-ocean freezing leads to unstable stratification within the related cumulate layers due to progressive iron enrichment upwards, but the effects of incremental cumulate overturns during MO crystallization remain to be explored. Here, we use geodynamic models with a moving-boundary approach to study convection and mixing within the growing cumulate layer, and thereafter within the fully-crystallized mantle. For fractional crystallization, cumulates are efficiently stirred due to subsequent incremental overturns, except for strongly iron-enriched late-stage cumulates, which persist as a stably stratified layer at the base of the mantle for billions of years. Less extreme crystallization scenarios can lead to somewhat more subtle stratification. In any case, the long-term preservation of at least a thin layer of extremely enriched cumulates with Fe#>0.4, as predicted by all our models, is inconsistent with seismic constraints. Based on scaling relationships, however, we infer that final-stage Fe-rich magma-ocean cumulates originally formed near the surface should have overturned as small diapirs, and hence undergone melting and reaction with the host rock during sinking. The resulting moderately iron-enriched metasomatized/hybrid rock assemblages should have accumulated at the base of the mantle, potentially fed an intermittent basal magma ocean, 2 and be preserved through the present-day. Such moderately iron-enriched rock assemblages can reconcile the physical properties of the large low shear-wave velocity provinces in the presentday lower mantle. Thus, we reveal Hadean melting and rock-reaction processes by integrating magma-ocean crystallization models with the seismic-tomography snapshot.
Introduction
Due to massive energy release during planetary accretion and differentiation, terrestrial planets typically go through an episode (or multiple episodes) of large-scale melting very early in their history. In these episodes, not only the metallic core, but also the rocky mantle is thought to be largely molten to form a deep and global magma ocean (MO). The main factors to sustain planetary-scale melting are gravitational energy release during core formation (Flasar and Birch, 1973; Sasaki and Nakazawa, 1986) , radioactive heating by short-lived isotopes (Mostefaoui et al., 2005; Urey, 1955) , thermal blanketing due to the presence of an early atmosphere (Abe and Matsui, 1986; Genda and Abe, 2003; Hamano et al., 2013; Lebrun et al., 2013) and shock heating due to giant impacts (Nakajima and Stevenson, 2015) . For the Earth, the proposed moonforming giant impact and related core segregation has provided the energy for perhaps the last and most intensive MO episode (Canup, 2012; Ćuk and Stewart, 2012; Nakajima and Stevenson, 2015; Tonks and Melosh, 1993) . This last major MO episode has set the initial condition for the evolution of a tectonically active planet that has been able to sustain surface water, a dense atmosphere, and abundant life for billions of years.
Despite these important implications for Earth evolution, key aspects of magma-ocean cooling and crystallization remain poorly understood. For example, it remains unclear whether the MO has frozen from the bottom upwards (Abe, 1997; Solomatov, 2000) , or started freezing at intermediate depths (Labrosse et al., 2007; Nomura et al., 2011; Stixrude et al., 2009 ). This firstorder question has important implications for planetary thermochemical evolution, because freezing from mid-mantle depths outwards implies that a basal magma ocean (BMO) is chemically and thermally isolated in the deep mantle (Labrosse et al., 2007) . The depth range of possible BMO formation depends on the poorly-constrained crystallization behavior of silicate liquids at high pressures (i.e., the relationship between the solidus and adiabiat) (Fiquet et al., 2010; Mosenfelder et al., 2009; Stixrude et al., 2009) , as well as the density difference between crystals and liquids as a function of depth (Andrault et al., 2017) . In any case, the surficial MO will ultimately evolve independently of the (putatively present) BMO.
Another key unresolved question concerns the timescales of MO crystallization, which have been proposed to range from thousands (Solomatov, 2000) , to millions of years (Abe, 1997; Lebrun et al., 2013) . Longer timescales of MO freezing generally imply relatively slow convection within the MO and may allow for crystal settling and fractional crystallization (Solomatov, 2015) , depending on magma viscosity (Solomatov and Stevenson, 1993b; Tonks and Melosh, 1990) . On the other hand, short timescales imply fast turbulent convection, and hence equilibrium crystallization. MO crystallization timescales strongly depend on the nature and thickness of the proto-atmosphere, which ultimately controls the heat flux from Earth to space (Lebrun et al., 2013; Marcq, 2012) . As long as some degree of chemical fractionation occurs and the MO freezes from the bottom upwards, the MO is predicted to become progressively Fe-rich as Mg-rich bridgmanite in the lower mantle (Andrault et al., 2012; Boukare et al., 2015; Fiquet et al., 2010; Nomura et al., 2011; Tateno et al., 2014) , and other Mg-rich phases (mostly olivine and pyroxenes) in the upper mantle, are successively removed. The related Fe-enrichment in the coexisting cumulates leads to unstable compositional density stratification in the early mantle (Elkins-Tanton, 2008) . Convective overturn of any unstable stratification ultimately results in stable compositional stratification, with a degree of stability that would depend on the degree of chemical fractionation during freezing, and hence the timescale of freezing.
Thus, magma-ocean processes can lead to two fundamentally different paths of planetary evolution. First, stable compositional stratification of the mantle after cumulate overturn may be too strong to be erased by subsequent thermally-powered solid-state convection, and layered mantle convection with little or no material exchange across layers may persist for the age of the solar system (Plesa et al., 2014; Tosi et al., 2013) . Second, stratification may be sufficiently moderate, at least across most of the mantle, to allow for whole-mantle convection and mixing.
By imaging subducted slabs deep in the mantle, which attest to whole-mantle convection and stirring, seismic tomography indicates that the latter is true on planet Earth (Grand et al., 1997; van der Meer et al., 2010) . Although compositional heterogeneity has been identified in the lowermost mantle and is potentially linked to MO freezing processes (Garnero and McNamara, 2008; Hernlund and McNamara, 2015; Tackley, 2012) , it does not exceed ~3% of the mantle's volume (Hernlund and Houser, 2008) .
In the absence of geological and geophysical data from the Archean eon, evidence for a largely well-mixed modern mantle can be used as a constraint for MO evolution. For the Earth, any MO crystallization scenarios leading to persistent mantle stratification that is inconsistent with the structure of the present-day mantle can be ruled out. Pronounced stratification is expected for a single overturn of the compositionally stratified cumulate layers (Elkins-Tanton et al., 2005; Elkins-Tanton, 2008) . In turn, initial stratification may be (partially) erased through progressive mixing due to multiple incremental cumulate overturns. The timescales of Rayleigh-Taylor instability in the cumulate layers are indeed comparable with those of MO freezing (Solomatov and Stevenson, 1993a) . However, the consequences of cumulate mixing due to incremental overturns for Earth evolution have not yet been explicitly modeled.
In this study, we use geodynamic models to explore compositional fractionation and cumulate overturn during MO crystallization, as well as the related consequences for subsequent mantle thermochemical evolution. Convection is modeled in the growing cumulate layer (i.e. during MO freezing), and is continued to be modeled in the fully solid state for billions of years to address long-term mantle evolution. Ultimately, we compare the predictions of our models in terms of the final extent of mantle heterogeneity with present-day geophysical and geochemical observations.
Methods
To model cumulate overturn during MO crystallization and subsequent thermochemical evolution of the mantle, we solve the conservation equations of mass, momentum and energy in a two-dimensional Cartesian box of aspect ratio one (i.e., with both width and depth xbox = zbox = 2900 km) using an extended version of the finite-element code CitcomCU (Moresi et al., 1996; Zhong et al., 2000) . Regarding the uncertainties in mineral-physics data for melt and rock properties at high pressures, the lack of geologic constraints for the Hadean eon (e.g. in terms of atmospheric composition (Zahnle et al., 2010) ), and last but not least, the challenges of explicitly modeling the dynamics of global-scale two-phase (melt-solid) dynamics, we make various simplifications. For example, our approach implies that the whole mantle is initially molten (Canup, 2012; Ćuk and Stewart, 2012; Nakajima and Stevenson, 2015) . Note however that our cases in scenarios (EI) and (EIF) can be also interpreted in such a way that the depth extent of the MO did not exceed 1450 km (see below). We also assume that the MO is compositionally homogeneous (pyrolitic), and freezes from the bottom up (i.e., the pyrolite solidus and liquidus are steeper than the adiabat at all mantle depths (Thomas et al., 2012; Zhang and Herzberg, 1994) ). We further consider that any non-adiabatic thermal variations within the vigorously convecting MO are negligible (Abe, 1997; Solomatov, 2000; Tonks and Melosh, 1990) . Thus, we set the (potential) temperature of all computational nodes within the MO to TMO, with TMO evolving over time in a pre-defined fashion. We solve for viscous flow only within the cumulate layer, and set velocities within the MO to zero. Accordingly, the magma-ocean domain within the model box acts solely as a boundary condition for the cumulate domain (see Fig. 1 ). The boundary between the two domains moves with model time as the MO cools, according to the freezing temperatures of the MO as a function of MO composition (see below). MO cooling is pre-defined in such a way that the boundary moves at a constant velocity vMOC, setting the characteristic time-scale of magma-ocean crystallization as τMOC = zbox / vMOC. At t > τMOC, i.e. once the MO is completely crystallized, the simulation continues as a "normal" mantleconvection simulation. Depending on the crystallization scenario, some cases with fast MO freezing, assume τMOC = 0 (see below).
The conditions imposed at all side boundaries as well as at the internal MO-cumulate domain boundary involve a free-slip criterion: stresses parallel to any boundary cannot be supported, and neither in-nor outflow are allowed to occur. Temperatures are set to TMO at the internal domain boundary (and within the overlying MO) and to TCMB at the bottom. As soon as the MO is fully solidified (i.e., for model time t ≥ τMOC), the top boundary condition is set to T = 0 °C. Initial conditions involve a cumulate layer that extends from the CMB to dMO,init; the MO makes up the rest of the domain. dMO,init is usually 2610 km (or 290 km above the CMB), but depends on the MO crystallization scenario (see below). For example, for end-member fast-freezing cases with τMOC = 0, dMO,init is also implicitly zero.
The initial thermal and compositional profiles of the cumulate layer are computed from a onedimensional semi-analytical model of MO crystallization and related MO compositional evolution (Fig. 2) , assuming that no cumulate overturn occurs during precipitation of the initial cumulate layer (of thickness zbox − dMO,init) at the base of the mantle (note that the effective Rayleigh number scales with the thickness of the cumulate layer cubed). The resolution of the mesh is ~11 km, but the vertical resolution is increased to 7.25 km in the top 580 km of the box.
The compositional profile of the initial cumulate layer, as well as that of each subsequent (incremental) addition to the cumulate during MO compositional evolution, are calculated from melt-solid equilibria during end-member equilibrium, fractional and "intermediate" crystallization, as well as combined scenarios, in a simplified MgSiO3-FeSiO3 compositional system (for details, see section 3). We assume a constant partitioning coefficient KD = 0.3 (e.g., Corgne et al., 2005; Liebske et al., 2005; Takahashi and Kushiro, 1983) , where: = with Mgsolid and Mgliquid as well as Fesolid and Feliquid being molar Mg and Fe concentrations in the solid and liquid, respectively. The starting composition is similar to pyrolite in terms of the molar iron to magnesium ratio (of 0.12:1). Si and O concentrations are chosen such that they are ultimately consumed as crystallization of (Mg,Fe)SiO3 is completed and the MO is fully solidified. Initial compositional profiles are shown in Figure 2 .
The initial thermal profile of the cumulate layer is defined by the MO freezing temperatures as a function of MO iron content and depth. The temperature of each infinitesimally thin cumulate layer that is precipitated from the MO is bracketed by the solidus and the liquidus of the MO (fractional-crystallization cases), or by the solidus and the 50%-solidus (intermediatecrystallization and combined scenarios). We explore both these upper-bound and lower-bound thermal scenarios. Pyrolite solidus and liquidus are parameterized to fit the experimental data from Fiquet et al. (2010) . We take the pyrolite solidus to linearly increase and decrease from 3300 °C at z = 1740 km to 4000 °C at the CMB and 1740 °C at the surface, respectively. This bilinear fit to experimental constraints is a crude simplification (Andrault et al., 2011; Du and Lee, 2014) Feliquid/(Mgliquid + Feliquid) . Accordingly, the minimum solidus temperature that can occur for maximal Fe#MO at the surface is 1000 °C. As core cooling is significantly inhibited as soon as the first cumulate layer is precipitated, TCMB is taken to be 4000 °C in the lower-bound (solidus) thermal scenario and 4500 °C in the upper-bound thermal scenario. Note that all the values reported above (in °C) are "real" temperatures; the adiabatic gradient γ is removed from these values in order to obtain potential temperatures that are applied in the Boussinesq geodynamic model (see Fig. 2 ). 50%-solidus temperatures are simply calculated as the average between the solidus and liquidus temperatures.
=
Once the cumulate layer starts to crystallize, thermal and compositional density variations control solid-state flow. Density ρsolid is a function of cumulate temperature and iron content: Table 2 ). These viscosities translate into global (thermal) Rayleigh numbers RaT of 1.15•10 8 to 4.6•10 8 . Table 2 for parameter variations). 
Magma-ocean freezing and cumulate fractionation
The initial compositional profiles for mantle convection are shaped by fractionation (melt-solid separation) and mixing (convection) processes during MO freezing. The balance between these processes is controlled by the rate of MO cooling. In particular, MO cooling rate determines the progression rate (or velocity) of the crystallization front vMOC, with which fractionation processes such as crystal sinking and melt-solid separation compete. For vigorous convection in the MO, which leads to efficient cooling and thus high vMOC, any growing crystals tend to remain entrained in the MO such that little or no compositional fractionation occurs (equilibrium crystallization, i.e. equivalent to batch crystallization). In the extreme end-member case, a thick mushy layer grows readily near the base of the MO, with vMOC being faster than melt-solid separation in the mush layer (Tonks and Melosh, 1990) . In contrast, for sluggish convection in the MO and thus low vMOC, any growing crystals may settle, or any mushy layers may undergo effective melt-solid segregation, such that strong (due to fractional crystallization) or at least moderate compositional fractionation occurs.
Accordingly, we consider three modes of crystallization. The fast-freezing end-member with very vigorous convection in the liquid MO is trivial. The timescale of MO crystallization τMOC = zbox / vMOC is significantly shorter than that of crystal settling in the MO τCS or melt-solid separation in the mushy layer τMSS. Thus, no compositional fractionation occurs (equilibrium crystallization), and the MO is virtually quenched. In this scenario (E), a fully homogeneous mantle composition is implied (not explicitly modeled).
For (F) fractional crystallization, τMOC is instead much larger than both τCS and τMSS. Thus, crystals settle to form orthocumulate (i.e., incipient cumulate) layer(s) at the base of the MO, and these orthocumulate layer(s) undergo efficient compaction. The composition of the resulting cumulate composition is very Fe-poor, being defined by melt-solid equilibria at (infinitesimally) small degrees of crystallization. Hence, the remaining MO evolves progressively towards Fe-rich compositions, and so do the coexisting cumulate layers ( Figure 2a ). Even though we only consider the fractionation of Fe and Mg using a constant KD, we find compositional density profiles that are similar to those in the more realistic mineralogical models of Elkins-Tanton
In an (I) intermediate case, τMOC is similar to timescales τCS and τMSS. For example, (Ia) τMSS < τMOC < τCS, or (Ib) τMSS > τMOC > τCS. Note that under the extreme conditions of the MO, it is unclear whether τMSS < τCS, or τMSS > τCS. In the former case (Ia), crystals remain entrained in the MO, but any mushy layers at the base of the MO should undergo efficient melt-solid segregation as soon as the rheological transition at crystal fractions of ~60% is reached (Abe, 1995; Arzi, 1978; Costa et al., 2009) . In the latter case (Ib), crystals sink to the base of the MO, but efficient compaction of the orthocumulate layer (that consists of these crystals and interstitial MO liquid)
does not occur on the relevant timescales. Cumulate compositions in (Ia) and (Ib) are calculated from melt-solid equilibria at 60% crystallization, and by adding 40% interstitial non-fractionated MO liquid to low-degree fractionally-crystallized solid, respectively. The specific relevance of the above three end-member modes (E, I, F) of crystallization depends on the cooling history of the MO. In realistic MO evolution models, vMOC steadily decreases during the progression of MO freezing. Figure 3 shows that the heat flux out of the MO and into space, and thus vMOC, systematically decreases with decreasing MO depth due to progressive upward crystallization (Lebrun et al., 2013; Solomatov et al., 1993) . This effect is primarily explained by MO surface temperatures being tied to the relevant depth-dependent crystallization temperatures. In addition, exhalation of a proto atmosphere slows down MO cooling. During the early stages of MO crystallization, little or no atmosphere may have been present to shield radiation out of the MO (cf. Genda and Abe, 2003) . During the late stages, a progressively thick steam atmosphere is exhaled from the MO to significantly slow down MO cooling (ElkinsTanton, 2008; Hamano et al., 2013; Lebrun et al., 2013; Zahnle et al., 2007) .
While parameter uncertainties in scaling relationships do not allow to exclude even the endmember scenarios of MO crystallization (Solomatov, 2015) , any realistic evolutionary path should proceed from (fast-freezing) non-fractionating toward (slow-freezing) fractionating scenarios, and not vice-versa. Keeping large uncertainties in mind, the transitional heat-flux, below which fractional crystallization becomes dominant, has been roughly estimated at 10 4~1 0 6 W/m 2 (Solomatov, 2015) . Therefore, it appears likely that the style of MO crystallization has switched from equilibrium to intermediate, and/or from intermediate to fractional crystallization somewhere in the upper mantle (see background shading in Fig. 3 ). While a dominance of fractional crystallization through the entire mantle cannot be excluded, the dominance of equilibrium crystallization in the uppermost mantle remains unlikely, because unhindered graingrowth due to Ostwald ripening should occur once the entire upper mantle drops below the liquidus (Solomatov, 2015) . Also note that the partially molten mantle beneath mid-ocean ridges,
i.e. the best modern analog for a late-stage MO, displays porosities of only 1%-2% (Forsyth et al., 1998) .
Along these lines, we explore five scenarios of MO crystallization. In scenarios ( and (EIF) more likely that scenarios (I) and (EI), or even than end-member (E) equilibrium crystallization (not explored here).
Cumulate convection and mantle mixing
In this section, we describe the results of our geodynamic simulations for crystallization scenarios (F), (I), (IF), (EI), and (EIF). In these simulations, we model convection and mixing within the growing cumulate layers during MO freezing (except for fast-freezing scenarios (I) and (EI), see below), and throughout the mantle after MO freezing is complete. Model predictions in terms of compositional mantle heterogeneity after billions of years of solid-state convection (i.e., ~3 Gyrs after the initiation of MO freezing) are compared to the structure of the modern mantle. We terminate our models after 3 Gyrs model time to limit the amount of model timesteps (i.e., usually on the order of 10 5 ), and any artificial mantle mixing due to numerical diffusion.
Fractional Crystallization of the MO
In the slow-freezing fractional-crystallization scenario (F), we explicitly solve for solid-state convection during the progression of the crystallization front (i.e., dMO,init = 2610 km). As this progression is relatively slow and comparable to convective timescales (see above), incremental convective overturns may occur within the growing cumulate layer to perturb the progressive compositional stratification that results from MO freezing (Fig. 2) . We find that solid-state convection initiates within the layer as soon as the cumulate layer reaches a critical thickness.
Convection is driven by unstable compositional stratification due to progressive upward Feenrichment ( Fig. 2b) , as well as unstable thermal stratification (Fig. 2c) . Compositional stratification is dominant in driving the flow, particularly during the late stages of MO freezing.
Convection is almost exclusively top-down driven as an unstable thermochemical boundary layer is constantly re-established at the moving top boundary due to progressive MO freezing; continuous cool downwellings inhibit the growth of a hot thermal boundary layer at the CMB.
The wavelength of convection in the cumulate layer (or number of downwellings) is controlled by the viscosity of the cumulate ηmantle and the progression velocity of the MO crystallization front vMOC. Parameters ηmantle and vMOC are independent of each other: ηmantle is the viscosity of the solid; vMOC is related to the surface heat flux out of the MO (see above and Fig. 3 ). With increasing ηmantle, the wavelength of convection within the cumulate increases, and numbers of downwellings decrease. Increasing vMOC has the same effect, because it increases the layer thickness that is progressively added to the "backside" of the boundary layer during growth of convective instability to sustain long-wavelength convection (see Figure 4 , top two rows).
As the mixing efficiency scales with the wavelength of convection (or the number of downwellings that sink trough the cumulate layers), parameters ηmantle and vMOC control the initial thermochemical structure of the mantle. Figure 5 shows compositional profiles just after MO crystallization is complete. Much of the shallow proto-mantle is generally well mixed. This material has originally (i.e., before overturn) crystallized over a range of depths, and progressively been perturbed by subsequent downwellings. Only the deepest layers of the protomantle remain poorly mixed after overturn. This dense, strongly Fe-enriched material has originally crystallized at shallow depths during the late stages of MO freezing, and remained unperturbed by any subsequent downwellings. The thickness of this deep dense layer is related to the boundary layer thicknesses dcrit of the final incremental overturn, which in turn is controlled by ηmantle and vMOC (Fig. 4) .
We find a linear trade-off between ηmantle and vMOC, both in terms of the wavelengths of convection during cumulate overturn, as well as the compositional profile after cumulate overturn (Appendix A, Fig. A1 ). Decreasing vMOC by a factor of two compensates for a factor-oftwo increase in ηmantle. This linear trade-off, which is confirmed experimentally (Fig. A1 ) and theoretically (Appendix A) allows us to significantly reduce computational cost by exploring parameter ranges of ηmantle and vMOC that are higher and smaller, respectively (i.e., by 2-3 orders of magnitude), than those inferred for the early Earth.
Stable stratification after overturn is difficult to be removed by subsequent solid-state mantle convection. The deep dense layer is stable, because it is more Fe-enriched and cooler that the rest of the proto-mantle. It is cool at first, because it has originally crystallized at low freezing temperatures near the surface, and thermal equilibration is predicted to occur on timescales of 100s of Myrs. Note however that these predicted timescales are clearly overestimates. For realistic parameters of ηmantle and vMOC, downwellings should be equilibrated before they actually reach the lowermost mantle; see Appendix A2. In any case, the deep dense layer is predicted to remain stable beyond thermal equilibration; negative compositional buoyancy is sufficient for stabilization. Persistent separation of the mantle into two, or more, layers persists as a critical buoyancy number B = Δρcomp / ρ0αTCMB (with Δρcomp the density difference between layers) of ~0.3 is exceeded (Li et al., 2014b; Tosi et al., 2013) . These B are exceeded in all our models with fractional crystallization.
The volume Vunmixed of the deep dense layer after 3 Gyrs model time hence depends on the compositional profile just after overturn (Fig. 5) , which controls B. Accordingly, Vunmixed is ultimately controlled by parameters ηmantle and vMOC, predicted to decrease with decreasing ηmantle or vMOC (see Fig. 6 ). This predicted decrease is well explained by the effects of ηmantle and vMOC on cumulate mixing during MO freezing. This finding demonstrates that MO-freezing processes can impact subsequent solid-state mantle dynamics, as well as the present-day make-up of the mantle.
Assumptions on the thermal scenario (upper bound (liquidus) vs. lower-bound (solidus) thermal scenarios) also affect Vunmixed and Δρcomp. In the upper-bound thermal case(s), B is smaller than in the lower-bound thermal case(s), because TCMB is larger (by 1000 K), causing a systematic decrease in Vunmixed (Fig. 6a vs. Fig. 6b ). This decrease is associated with an increase in Δρcomp due to a concentration effect of the most Fe-enriched material. Our models with high TCMB further explicitly predict that the solidus in the deep dense layer (i.e., in the bottom 200-300 km of the mantle) is exceeded after thermal equilibration. This prediction implies the formation of a secondary basal magma ocean (BMO), independent of the possible formation of a (primary)
BMO during MO crystallization (Labrosse et al., 2007 ; see discussion section). TCMB should be generally higher (i.e., closer to the liquidus of mantle rocks) in fractional-crystallization scenarios than other modes of MO crystallization. Thus, the mode of crystallization in the deep mantle may control the thermal (through initial TCMB) (Andrault et al., 2016) and chemical (through fractionation of a large BMO) evolution of our planet.
Equilibrium-crystallization and intermediate-crystallization scenarios
In the equilibrium and intermediate-crystallization scenarios (E), (I) and (EI), we ignore cumulate overturn during MO crystallization. Accordingly, the MO is already completely crystallized at the start of the simulations (i.e., dMO,init = 0 km), because the timescale for Rayleigh-Taylor instability τRT is assumed to exceed that of the progression of the crystallization front τMOC in this relatively fast-freezing scenario (i.e., τMOC is effectively zero). Thus, one large big overturn occurs shortly after the start of the simulation (Figs. 7a, 7d ). As no incremental overturns occur, the compositional stratification just after this overturn, as well as the final stratification after ~3 Gyrs (as represented by Vunmixed and Δρcomp) is virtually independent of ηmantle (see Fig. 6 ). The final compositional stratification depends almost exclusively on the crystallization and thermal scenarios. Vunmixed is zero for end-member equilibrium crystallization (not modeled), and non-zero otherwise. Vunmixed is smaller for scenario (EI) than for scenario (I), because the total volume of strongly Fe-enriched material is smaller in the initial profile (Fig.   2a) . Vunmixed also tends to be smaller (and Δρcomp to be higher) for the upper-bound thermal scenario than for the lower-bound thermal scenario due to higher TCMB (for explanation, see section 4.1). Overall, the trend defined by intermediate-crystallization cases (I) and (EI) is shifted towards lower Δρcomp at a given Vunmixed relative to fractional-crystallization cases (Fig. 6 ). This result is explained by the initial compositional profile (Fig. 2b) being significantly less steep near the top for (I)/(EI) than for (F), and initial Fe#solid being smaller at a given depth.
Combined Crystallization Scenarios
In the combined scenarios ( We find that in all cases in scenarios (IF) and (EIF), Vunmixed is generally small (<4%), and Δρcomp is large (~6%); see Figure 6 . Vunmixed is small, because strong iron enrichment in MO cumulates is limited to a small initial depth range very close to the surface, and the initial compositional profile is relatively flat elsewhere (Fig. 2b) . In turn, Δρcomp is large because the initial compositional profile is very steep near the top (i.e., steeper than for fractional-crystallization cases). The differences in terms of Vunmixed and Δρcomp between various cases in scenarios (IF) and (EIF) remain rather small, because compositional profiles are similar, and the sequence of overturn(s) (see above) is controlled by the choice of dMO,init. Accordingly, the effects of vMOC on cumulate mixing are small. Similarly, general model predictions are virtually independent of the thermal scenario assumed (i.e. of TCMB).
Comparison of model predictions with present-day mantle structure
A key prediction of our models is that incremental cumulate overturns results in a stable Fe-rich layer at the base of the mantle that remains largely unmixed by subsequent solid-state mantle convection over billions of years. The volume Vunmixed and density anomaly Δρcomp of this unmixed layer mostly depend on the mode of crystallization, as well as parameters ηmantle and vMOC within the subset of fractional-crystallization cases (see section 4). As the mode of crystallization itself is controlled by vMOC (see section 3), the speed vMOC or corresponding timescale τMOC of MO freezing is arguably the key parameter that determines the initial condition of mantle convection, as well as subsequent evolution. We therefore motivate more detailed studies of coupled MO and early atmospheric evolution. Finally, combined crystallization scenarios ((IF) and (EIF)) yield high Δρcomp and small Vunmixed.
These general trends are independent of the thermal scenario assumed (Fig. 6a vs. Fig. 6b ), a finding that is explained the dominance of compositional instability over thermal instability during initial (incremental) overturn(s) (see Figure 2) .
Large low shear-wave velocity provinces as a constraint for MO crystallization
Model predictions in terms of the volume Vunmixed and density anomaly Δρcomp of the deep unmixed layer can be compared to the present-day make-up of the Earth's mantle. The mantle is thought to be largely homogeneous (and pyrolitic) to first order, except for the large low shearwave velocity provinces (LLSVPs) at the base of the mantle (Garnero and McNamara, 2008) , which are interpreted as intrinsically dense thermochemical piles (Davaille, 1999; McNamara and Zhong, 2004) . LLSVP density anomalies ΔρLLSVP can be bracketed on the basis of LLSVP shapes with 90 kg/m 3 ≤ ΔρLLSVP ≤ 150 kg/m 3 (Deschamps and Tackley, 2009) . The nature of the LLSVPs remains under debate (Brandenburg et al., 2008; Davies et al., 2012; Tackley, 2012) , but an ancient origin, perhaps related to MO cumulates, has been put forward Bian et al., 2016; Deschamps et al., 2012; Li et al., 2014a; Tackley and Xie, 2002) . Iron and silica enriched LLSVP compositions are consistent with seismic observations (Deschamps et al., 2012; Trampert et al., 2004 ). An ancient origin of LLSVPs is supported by noble-gas isotopic signatures of hotspot lavas (Mukhopadhyay, 2012; Williams et al., 2015) , which are fed by plumes from LLSVP tops and/or margins (Austermann et al., 2014; Davies et al., 2015; Torsvik et al., 2006; Weis et al., 2011) . The LLSVPs are inferred to make up a volume VLLSVP ≈ 3% of that of the mantle (Hernlund and Houser, 2008) . Recent estimates of VLLSVP ≈ 7% are based on the robust detection of coherent slow material in the mid-mantle (Cottaar and Lekic, 2016) . This estimate, however, likely includes significant amounts of non-primordial material (i.e., unrelated to MO freezing) such as hot pyrolite, and/or subducted basalt . Therefore, we consider the conservative estimate of VLLSVP ≈ 3% as an upper-bound for the volume of intrinsically dense primordial material that persists in the deep mantle. Our approach is to use LLSVP properties as a constraint for early-Earth processes, such as MO freezing.
To distinguish between MO crystallization scenarios, we compare model predictions in terms of
Vunmixed and Δρcomp with estimates for LLSVP volumes and density anomalies (golden shading in properties estimated for the present-day. Note however that the fractional-crystallization cases with low vMOC imply τMOC of 100s Myrs, i.e. much higher than those estimated for the maximum lifetime of the MO, for example based on the age of the oldest detrital zircons (4.38 Ga) (Harrison, 2009; Mojzsis et al., 2001; Wilde et al., 2001) . In turn, the modeled ηmantle (~10 20 Pa•s) are are also much higher than realistic for the near-solidus proto mantle. Due to the experimentally ( Fig. A1 ) and theoretically (Appendix A1) confirmed linear trade-off between parameters vMOC and ηmantle, we are confident that our results can be extrapolated to the relevant conditions, which may be 2-3 orders of magnitude greater than modeled in terms of vMOC and ηmantle (or smaller in terms of τMOC). As we assume that vMOC and ηmantle are independent of time and of temperature (and/or depth and/or stress), respectively, the applied (or extrapolated) vMOC and ηmantle are relevant for the uppermost mantle, where the relevant late-stage cumulate overturn(s) occur (also see Fig. 3b ).
Beyond these limitations due to our model assumptions, our models remain systematically restricted as important geological processes during the secular evolution of the mantle are not explicitly considered. For example, the present-day LLSVPs may consist of a mix of MO cumulates and basaltic material that has been subducted over Earth's history and piled up in the lowermost mantle (Tackley, 2012) . Any addition of basaltic material to the deep unmixed layer would tend to increase Vunmixed and decrease Δρcomp. Also, entrainment of the deep dense layer may be enhanced as internal heating is considered, particularly as radioactive elements are partitioned into the layer (Brown et al., 2014) . In turn, entrainment and mixing across the whole mantle may be delayed due to the (depth-dependent) effects of composition on density and rheology (Ballmer et al., 2015; Manga, 2010; Nakagawa and Buffett, 2005) . Finally, progressive fractionation of the deep dense layer may occur as it evolves through a basalmagma-ocean stage (see discussion). Keeping in mind these additional processes, we consider somewhat looser constraints in terms of Vunmixed and Δρcomp (light golden shading in Fig. 6 ) than are provided by the present-day properties of LLSVPs.
Stable stratification at the base of the mantle
Even considering these looser constraints, all our models have difficulties to reconcile the present-day structure of the Earth's mantle. All our models predict that the deep unmixed layer is compositionally stratified internally, collapsing into different sub-layers that do not mix with each other. Note that Δρcomp as evaluated above (Fig. 6) is merely an average density anomaly, integrated over Vunmixed. Figure 8 shows that Fe-contents and intrinsic density anomalies progressively increase downward through the deep unmixed layer, even after 3 Gyr model time.
Internal stable stratification is somewhat less intense in crystallization scenarios (I) and (EI) than in scenarios (F), (IF) and (EIF), but note that the latter cases are more realistic than the former as they evolve through a stage of fractional crystallization at least in the late-stage uppermostmantle MO (see section 3 and Fig. 3a ).
This robust result is inconsistent with the structure of the present-day mantle. For example, the most enriched sub-layer at the base of the mantle (originally formed during the final stages of MO crystallization close to the surface) is predicted to form a thin (10s of km) global layer with density anomalies of ~10% or greater. This sub-layer makes up 0.1%~1% of the Earth's mantle and involves Fe#solid > 0.4 (Figures 5, 8 ). Most importantly, the above Fe-contents and densities are much higher than those inferred for the present-day LLSVPs (i.e., 2-3% (Deschamps and Tackley, 2009) and Fe#solid < 0.14 (Deschamps et al., 2012) , respectively). Also note that the seismically-imaged Ultra-Low Velocity Zones (e.g., Garnero et al., 1998) are too small (i.e., ~0.01% of that of the mantle (Dobson and Brodholt, 2005; Persh and Vidale, 2004) ) to host this very Fe-rich material. Thus, our models appear to neglect an important process that can successively reduce the Fe-content of the final-stage MO cumulates.
Hybridization during Incremental Overturns
In order to identify this process, we estimate the critical boundary-layer thickness during the final stages of MO cooling, based on our estimate for vMOC as a function of dMO (Fig. 3b) . This critical boundary-layer thickness scales with the wavelength of convective instability during incremental overturns (see Appendix A2), and thus the size of related cumulate diapirs that sink through the proto-mantle. Figure 9a shows the predicted size of cumulate diapirs as a function of MO depth extent (i.e. decreasing with time) for two different MO cooling scenarios (Lebrun et al., 2013; Solomatov et al., 1993) . We further calculate the diapir sinking speed as a function of diapir size and mantle viscosity according to Stokes Law, and thereby estimate the depth, to which diapirs sink before they thermally equilibrate (Fig. 3d) . Note that the scale of final-stage overturns in our geodynamic models (e.g. Fig. 4 ) remains an overestimate, particularly as vMOC is assumed to be constant (cf. Fig. 3b ).
We find that any diapirs that have been formed during the final stages of MO freezing in the uppermost mantle (i.e., the top ~100 km or ~300 km, depending on MO cooling scenario) are very small (i.e. 0.1 km to 10 km, depending on MO cooling scenario). Thus they sink very slowly through the hot underlying cumulates, i.e. too slowly to avoid thermal equilibration before they reach the CMB (Fig. 9b) . Under a range of realistic conditions, diapirs equilibrate before they even reach the lower mantle (i.e., their sinking depth is <660 km). These very Fe-rich diapirs have crystallized at much lower potential temperatures compared to the underlying protomantle due to the effects of composition on the solidus. In other words, the cumulate geotherm in our models is strongly super-adiabatic (i.e. by ~1100 K or more, depending on case). Thus, Ferich "proto-crustal" diapirs experience melting as soon as they thermally equilibrate. Indeed, we do not expect the strongly Fe-rich final-stage cumulates (or "proto crust") to have survived overturn, and to be directly represented in the present-day lowermost mantle.
Instead, we infer that diapirs should induce mantle hybridization and metasomatism as they undergo melting during sinking through the near-pyrolitic proto-mantle (Fig. 10) . As diapirs undergo (partial) melting, the related Fe-rich melts should infiltrate the ambient pyrolitic protomantle. Co-existence of Fe-rich silicate melts and pyrolitic solids is thermodynamically unstable, such that hybrid lithologies with intermediate Fe#solid will form. In addition, proto-crustal diapirs may have been enriched in silica, e.g. if the final-stage MO is buffered towards basaltic or komatiitic compositions due to partial melting of the convecting upper-mantle cumulates (grey dots in Fig. 10 ). Any such Si-enrichment of proto-crustal diapirs (Carlson et al., 2015) may lead to the formation of pyroxenites during hybridization, analogous to the experimentally-supported hybridization of peridotites upon infiltration by silicic melts (Mallik and Dasgupta, 2012; Yaxley and Green, 1998) .
The lithological assemblages resulting from hybridization should consist of veins of moderately Fe-enriched (and perhaps Si-enriched) hybrid lithologies in a matrix of pyrolite. Such lithological assemblages would involve density anomalies that are significantly smaller than those of the original strongly Fe-enriched cumulates. Therefore, any predicted Δρcomp for scenarios (F), (IF) and (EIF) are to be corrected downward. In particular, such a correction will move the predictions for scenarios (IF) and (EIF) into a zone, where model predictions in terms of Δρcomp and Vunmixed can reconcile present-day LLSVP properties (golden shading in Fig. 6 ).
Accordingly, our analysis of diapir sinking depths (Fig. 9b ) lends credibility to a switch from intermediate to fractional crystallization during MO freezing somewhere in the upper mantle (such as in scenarios (IF) and (EIF)), consistent with inferences from MO cooling histories (see section 3). Most importantly, hybridization of the most Fe-enriched cumulates during sinking can prevent the formation of stable stratification within the deep dense layer (e.g., see blue layer in Figure 8 ), which is inconsistent with seismic constraints for the lowermost mantle.
Along these lines, the present-day LLSVPs may be made up of ancient/primordial lithological assemblages that involve (veins of) Fe-rich hybrid lithologies in a matrix of proto-mantle rocks.
Significant enrichment of Fe within LLSVPs is consistent with seismic observations (Mosca et al., 2012; Trampert et al., 2004) . A possible Si-enrichment of these lithological assemblages (see above) may further reconcile the anti-correlation of bulk-sound and shear-wave speed that has been localized within LLSVPs by joint body-wave seismic tomography (Koelemeijer et al., 2016; Moulik and Ekström, 2016; Tesoniero et al., 2015) . Deschamps et al. (2012) 
Discussion
Our model assumptions imply that, initially, the whole mantle has been completely molten to form a deep global magma ocean. This initial condition is motivated by the giant-impact hypothesis for the generation of the Earth's moon (Canup, 2012; Ćuk and Stewart, 2012; Hartmann and Davis, 1975) . A giant impact is thought to have been sufficiently energetic to melt most of the mantle (Nakajima and Stevenson, 2015) . Alternatively, the Moon may have been formed by the debris from multiple large (but not giant) impacts (Rufu et al., 2017) , potentially without complete melting of the Earth's mantle. This hypothesis implies a moderate initial depth extent of the MO, which is compatible with (but not demanded by (Deguen et al., 2011; Fischer et al., 2017) ) the moderately-incompatible element budget of the Earth (Wood et al., 2006) . A limited extent of the last major MO episode can address the preservation of mantle 182 W/ 184 W heterogeneity through the Archean (Brown et al., 2014; Touboul et al., 2012) and up to the present-day (Mundl et al., 2017) . Note that any such "primordial" 182 W/ 184 W heterogeneity must have originally been formed earlier than ~25 Myrs after solar-system formation, i.e. well before lunar accretion (Touboul et al., 2009) .
Even though our model initial conditions imply complete melting of the mantle, our model predictions remain applicable for initial MO depth extents that are significantly smaller than that of the mantle. In particular, scenarios (EI) and (EIF) are also strictly applicable for cases with MO depth extents ≥1450 km. For example, scenario (EI) may represent a situation, in which (I) intermediate crystallization is dominant throughout the MO, but the initial MO depth extent is ~1450 km, i.e. similar to the estimate by Wood et al. (2006) .
In case the initial depth extent of the MO was indeed significantly smaller than that of the CMB, the classical scenario for the formation of a "primary" basal magma ocean (BMO) is called into question. In this scenario, a BMO is separated from the "surficial" MO due to an isochemical density crossover between solids and liquids and/or a crossover in the slopes of the mantle solidus and adiabat (Andrault et al., 2017; Thomas et al., 2012) . As any potential crossovers are inferred to occur at very high pressures, if at all (Andrault et al., 2012; de Koker et al., 2013; Ghosh and Karki, 2016; Nomura et al., 2011; Stixrude et al., 2009) , they may only be relevant for (near-)complete melting of the early Earth's mantle, e.g. in a giant-impact scenario.
In any case, our model predictions imply that a secondary BMO may be formed at the base of the mantle after incremental overturns of Fe-enriched cumulates. Fe-rich cumulates should undergo efficient melting once they reach the base of the mantle, independent of any potential hybridization during sinking (see above). Melting in the hot thermal boundary layer near the CMB is expected in the hot Hadean eon (e.g., Korenaga, 2006) for any material with significant Fe-enrichment. Note that even today, moderately-enriched rocks such as basalts are thought to almost reach melting temperatures at the CMB (Andrault et al., 2014; Kato et al., 2016) . A secondary BMO made up of (hybridized) Fe-rich cumulates would be gravitationally stable due to its intrinsic density anomaly, independent of the postulated density crossover between solids and liquids (Andrault et al., 2017) . If a primary BMO with near-pyrolitic composition indeed existed before incremental overturns of MO cumulates, the strong Fe-enrichment of final-stage cumulates may be further diluted in a mixed primary-secondary BMO, i.e. in addition to the predicted hybridization during sinking (see section 5.3).
Thus, the rather short-lived manifestation of a surficial MO may implicitly lead to the formation of a long-lived secondary (or mixed primary-secondary) BMO (see also Labrosse et al., 2015) .
The typical timescales of BMO crystallization are on the order of billion years due to thermal isolation from the surface by the solid mantle (Labrosse et al., 2007) . In case multiple large-scale or giant-scale impacts have occurred on the early Earth (Rubie et al., 2015; Rufu et al., 2017) , consistent with n-body simulations of planetary accretion (Jacobson and Morbidelli, 2014; Kaib and Cowan, 2015) , multiple MO episodes would have episodically fed the BMO through (incremental) cumulate overturn. In this scenario, an Fe-enriched "proto-BMO" would have been stabilized before the last MO episode, hence providing a stably-stratified reservoir for primordial 182 W/ 184 W heterogeneity − even in case complete mantle melting has occurred in the aftermath of the Moon-forming giant impact (Nakajima and Stevenson, 2015) . Along these lines, the volume and properties of the present-day LLSVPs, which are thought to consist of BMO cumulates (Labrosse et al., 2007) , may bear witness of a protracted history of planetary accretion, core formation, MO fractionation, and cumulate overturn.
The nature and origin of the BMO has important geochemical implications. In case the BMO indeed originates from Fe-enriched MO cumulates that have crystallized near the surface and sunk to the base of the mantle, they may be good candidates to host an early enriched reservoir (Boyet and Carlson, 2005) , because of partitioning of much of the bulk-silicate-Earth's incompatible-element budget into the final-stage MO cumulates (Brown et al., 2014) . Even though any evidence for a strongly-enriched (and "hidden") early reservoir as originally proposed by Boyet and Carlson (2005) has been recently challenged (Burkhardt et al., 2016) , at least a moderately-enriched early reservoir is indeed required by the preservation of ancient isotopic mantle heterogeneity through the Archean (Rizo et al., 2016; Touboul et al., 2012) and up to the present-day (Mundl et al., 2017) . Since the overturned MO cumulate layers have never communicated with the surface except in the presence of a dense early steam atmosphere, a "secondary" BMO and the related present-day LLSVPs may further host ancient volatiles such as primordial noble gases (Caracausi et al., 2016; Mukhopadhyay, 2012) , particularly as multiple BMO episodes (see above) are considered (Tucker and Mukhopadhyay, 2014) . Integration of geophysical and geochemical data in a self-consistent geodynamic framework will be needed to map out primordial geochemical reservoirs in the present-day mantle.
Conclusion
Because heat flux out of the MO F depends on MO temperature and thus on MO depth dMO (we here consider the upper-bound thermal scenario I290F). F is bracketed by the dashed (Lebrun et al., 2013) and solid lines (Solomatov et al., 1993) , systematically decreasing during MO freezing as dMO decreases (upward). Accordingly, the (b) predicted progression rate of the crystallization front vMOC also decreases (latent heat of fusion is taken to be 560 kJ/kg (Solomatov, 2015) , fractional crystallization very likely dominates at least for dMO < 150 km, or potentially over a much greater depth range (see text). and plotted versus dMO. Note that vMOC is a function of dMO ( Figure 3 ) for a given cooling scenario of the MO. Diapir diameters decrease from ~100 km to ~1 km through the upper mantle, bracketed by cooling scenarios (dashed line (Lebrun et al., 2013) ; solid line (Solomatov et al., 1993) ). Diapir sinking depths (b), here defined as the depth of thermal equilibration during sinking, depend on diapir diameter and mantle rheology according to Stokes Law (see Appendix A2). For reasonable upper-mantle ηUM and lower-mantle viscosities ηLM in the early Earth, the final and most strongly Fe-enriched cumulates that are formed in the upper 100~300 km should thermally equilibrate before they reach the base of the mantle. 
Appendix A1: Rayleigh-Taylor instability for a growing boundary layer
The timescale for the growth of a Rayleigh-Taylor instability is given by (Turcotte and Schubert, 1982) as:
with bcrit the critical thickness of the unstable layer, and Δρ the relevant density difference. In the case of a boundary layer that is growing from the backside due to the addition of material (as in the case of a freezing MO), as well as rejuvenated on the frontside by convective removal on the timescale τRT, the critical boundary layer thickness becomes:
where vMOC is the progression velocity of the "backside" due to addition of material. Combining equations (A1) and (A2) gives:
This relation implies that there is a direct trade-off between η and vMOC in terms of critical boundary layer thicknesses for Rayleigh-Taylor instability. Increasing η and decreasing vMOC both by a factor of two, or vice-versa, gives the same bcrit. Along these lines, we also establish a direct trade-off between η and vMOC in terms of wavelengths of instability, which are generally proportional to b (Turcotte and Schubert, 1982) , and related mixing. Figure A1 shows that these direct trade-offs are confirmed by our numerical experiments.
The above analysis is appropriate for the instability of a purely compositional boundary layer, but it is expected hold for a thermochemical boundary layer as long as τRT is smaller or of the same order than the timescale of thermal diffusion, which is generally the case for realistic timescales of MO freezing. Also note that compositional instability (due to negative buoyancy) is much stronger than thermal instability, at least during crystallization of the shallow MO (Fig. 2) , a stage which is critical for cumulate mixing.
Appendix A2: Thermal equilibration during cumulate sinking
Any downwelling diapirs related to incremental overturns of the last and most Fe-enriched cumulate layers may thermally equilibrate during sinking through the mantle. The mantle, through which the last cumulate diapirs sink, is much warmer than the diapirs themselves, because it has crystallized at higher solidus temperatures (see Fig. 2c ). The timescales of thermal equilibration τequil and those of sinking τsink depend on the size of the sinking diapirs. According to Figure 9a , diapir diameters are <10 km during the final stages of magma-ocean crystallization. Figure 9 ). Magma-ocean cooling models (Lebrun et al., 2013; Solomatov et al., 1993) are visualized in Figure 3 . Accordingly, thermal equilibration occurs on timescales of about τequil < 1.5 Myrs (τequil = 0.25bcrit 2 /κ). Note that thermal equilibration in our numerical models takes much longer than predicted by these estimates, as Figure 9b ). In any case, the last cumulates formed in the uppermost mantle (up to 100~300 km depth) should thermally equilibrate during sinking, i.e. well before they reach the lowermost mantle. 
